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Establish collaboration among EU GRID projects in the area of policies for VOs

Languages for expressing VO policies, technologies for managing policies in VOs, policy refinement, dynamicity in policies

Interested Projects

GREDIA, XtreemOS, GridTrust, ArguGrid, Chemomentum, CoreGRID
Activity Report

• There has not been a specific plan for the year 2007!
  Rather some projects have started collaborating according to their own research agenda and technical interest

⇒ AssessGrid – GridTrust
⇒ GridTrust – CoreGRID
⇒ XtreemOS - GridTrust
Summary of Collaboration

• **AssessGrid – GridTrust**
  - High level risk assessment policies
  - Service Level Agreements vs Usage Control

• **GridTrust – CoreGRID**
  - Derivation of Security VO Policies from Security VO Requirements

• **XtreemOS – GridTrus**
  - Threat Analysis and their impact in security -> Policy definition
  - Policy Refinement
Work Plan

• Identification of further common interests between the projects participating in the topic

• Collaboration between the projects through interchange of documents
  ➞ Deliverables, papers, etc
  ➞ Giving presentations in project meetings

• Production of papers on the topic